WEEKS

1 & 2
Misunderstandings
private
nosy
message
beware
curious
confused
urgent
fluent
fluent
accident
country
heat
misunderstanding
accidentally
Valentine’s Day

conversation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>over hear / over heard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corrected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WEEKS
3 & 4
Going Shopping
onlooker
prize
collected
donate
stylish
available
expensive
cheap
relaxed
dreamed
starving
fridge
cupboard

addiction

addiction
competition
advertisement
compartments

credit card
exhausted
organised
WEEKS
5 & 6
Incredible
Insects
insect
expert
crime
thorax
snail

slimy

sickness

creature
beetle
pincers
antennae
fascinated
intelligent

microscope
concentrate

magnifying glass
WEEKS
7 & 8
Butterflies
judge
peered
cocoon
wriggling
identical
fuzzy
flapping
graceful
magical
miserable
species
hatch
unique
pattern
life
cycle
attach
stage
usually
judgmental
caterpillar
insect

fascinated
expert

crime
intelligent

thorax
abdomen

antennae
microscope

magnifying glass
sting

beehive
pollen

snail
slimy

sickness
creature

beetle
private

conversazione

Bla bla bla

do not open!
overhear / overheard

unique
message

beware
confused

curious
bonjour je te mème monami

fluent / fluently

urgent
This essay is about all the things in the world that I hate.
I don't like to play hockey and Tennis. I don't like frogs and spiders. I don't like computer games and watching TV.

This essay is about all the things in the world that I love.
I like to play netball and run outside. I love animals and taking care of them. I like playing outdoors and going on family adventures.
country

relaxed
heat

holiday
competition

onlooker
prize

collected
compartments

stylish
THINGS TO DO:

- finish report
- pick up kids
- shopping with Lindiwe
- dentist appointment
- doctors appointment
- pick up Gogo at airport
- take car in for service
- shopping
expensive

cheap
exhausted

judge
dreamed
starving
fridge

cupboard
addiction

credit card
peered
cocoon
wriggling

identical
caterpillar

fuzzy
flapping

graceful
magical
miserable
species

hatch
GRADE 4 TERM 2: PAPER 2 ASSESSMENT TASKS

QUESTION 1: CHANGE OF SEASON

Instructions:
• Read the story below twice.
• The numbers on the left side are the paragraph numbers.
• Answer the questions that follow.

1 Linda walked into the house and shivered! It suddenly felt cold and was starting to get dark outside even though it was only half past five.

2 Every year it was the same thing when the seasons changed. At the beginning of Spring Linda sneezed because of the pollen. At the beginning of Winter, she got a cold. Linda was used to it. A new season always made her feel full of energy because it meant a change.

3 Although it was chilly, Linda enjoyed Winter. She loved playing netball at school. She liked finding her coat, her woolly jerseys and her scarf which were at the back of her cupboard. Best of all, it would soon be Winter holidays and exams would be over. Then she could snuggle up with her hot chocolate and read for as long as she wanted in bed.
QUESTIONS:

1. Why did Linda shiver? (1)
2. What happened to Linda at the start of Spring and at the start of Winter? (2)
3. Name three things Linda liked about Winter. (3)
4. What can you infer about how Linda felt about getting sick? (2)
5. Which season is your favourite? Why? (3)
6. What do you see when you visualise Linda dressed for the cold? (2)
7. Find and write down a word in the text that means:
   nippy
   wardrobe (2)

TOTAL: 15 MARKS

QUESTION 2:
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1. Which season do you think this? Why do you think so? (2)

2. Where is the coldest minimum temperature predicted and how cold will it be? (1)

3. Name a city on the East coast. (1)

4. Name a city which will be rainy. (2)

5. What can you infer about the temperatures the more north you go? (2)

6. How do you the city of Welkom get its name? (1)

7. Port Elizabeth has a nickname. It is known as the Windy City. If you had to give your city or town a nickname, what would it be? (1)

**TOTAL: 10 MARKS**

**QUESTION 3: Summary.**

*Instructions:*
Read the text ‘Change of Season’ again.

Complete the summary:

1. Linda walked into the house ____________________________ (1)

2. Every year she ____________________________ (1)

3. A new season made her feel ____________________________ (1)

4. Linda loved Winter because ____________________________ (1)

5. Her favourite thing about Winter was ____________________________ (1)

**TOTAL: 5 MARKS**
QUESTION 4: LANGUAGE IN CONTEXT

Instructions:

• Read the story ‘Change of Season’ once again.
• Complete the following:

1. Find and copy the following words:
   a. common noun (paragraph 2) ____________________ (1)
   b. proper noun (paragraph 1) ____________________ (1)
   c. adjective (paragraph 3) ____________________ (1)
   d. connector (paragraph 2) ____________________ (1)

2. Rewrite this sentence – fill in all the punctuation marks. (4)
   As they were about to go shop at mountainside mall, Lindas friend bulelwa lent her a coat.

3. Rewrite this sentence in the future tens. (1)
   Linda looked for her coat and scarf.

4. Join these two sentences using the correct connector: but / because / and. (1)
   Linda loved Winter holidays. She could snuggle up in bed.

TOTAL: 10 MARKS